Since any light interior transformation of a sphere or a Riemann surface into a sphere is topologically equivalent to an analytic transformation and any non-constant analytic transformation is light and interior, 1 it might be expected in view of the Weierstrass Double Series Theorem that the limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of light interior mappings of a sphere into a sphere would be light and interior. However, this is readily seen not to be the case. For if we let r denote |0| and for each w>0we map the complex sphere onto itself by the function f n (z) defined by
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each mapping is topological, whereas the sequence f n (z) converges uniformly to the mapping ƒ (z) : w = z for r ^ 2, w = 0 for r g» 1, w = (r -l)z for 1 < r < 2.
The latter mapping is neither light nor interior. (Of course, analytic mappings topologically equivalent to the transformations f n (z) can be chosen so as to exhibit a wide range of behaviors, since they need only be topological mappings.) It will be noted in this example, however, that if we factor the limit mapping w=f(z) into the form/ 2 /i(s) where/i is monotone and/ 2 is light, 2 the transformation f % is light and interior. This suggests the possibility, which will indeed be realized in the much more general situation where the mappings operate on an arbitrary locally connected continuum, that the limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of light interior mappings always factors into a monotone transformation followed by a light interior one. In fact, it will be shown that if the individual mappings in the sequence admit of such factorization, so also does their limit. Now it was shown by Wallace 3 that a continuous transformation f (A) =B on a locally connected continuum A factors into this form if and only if it is quasi-monotone, that is, provided the inverse of each continuum K in B having a non-empty interior relative to B consists of a finite number of components each of which maps onto all of K under ƒ or, equivalently, provided that for each connected open set R in B each component oif~x{R) maps onto R under/. Thus our main conclusion asserts in these terms that the class of quasimonotone mappings of a locally connected continuum A onto another one B is closed in the space B A of all mappings of A into B. The Weierstrass Double Series Theorem asserts, of course, that the class of analytic transformations is closed. In view of the equivalence theorem of Stoïlow 1 our result is analogous, except that the "constants" (more precisely, "the continua on which the mappings are constant") must first be factored out.
THEOREM. The limit mapping f {A) -B of a uniformly convergent sequence of quasi-monotone mappings j'"(-4) =B on a locally connected continuum A is itself quasi-monotone.
In view of the fact mentioned above that a continuous mapping g(A)=B on a locally connected continuum A is quasi-monotone if and only if each component of the inverse of an arbitrary region (that is, connected open subset) R in B maps onto R under g, our theorem is a direct consequence of the following more general one.
THEOREM. Let the sequence of continuous mappings f n {A) =B on the locally connected continuum 41 A converge uniformly to the mapping f (A) = B. If f or each e>0 there exists an integer N such that f or any n>N it is true that if R is any region in B and Q is any component of f^(R), then f n (Q).{R-R-V.[F(R)]} *0 implies MQ) D R -R-V.[FM, then ƒ is quasi-monotone.
PROOF. TO prove ƒ quasi-monotone it suffices, in view of the factorization process, to show that for any y ££ and any neighborhood F of a component X of f^iy), f(V) contains a neighborhood of y. By local connectedness, there exists a region U in A such that
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Further, since X is a component oîf~~1(y) f we may choose U also so that if F= F(U),f(F) -y = 0. Let R be a region in B containing y and such that R-f(F) = 0. Let By uniform convergence there exists an integer N such that for any n>N,
ƒ"(*) C £. Now for any n>N, let R n be the component oi B -F n containing R and let Q n be the component oîfZ l (R n ) containing X. By (ii) we have f»(Qtd-R*0.
Whence by (i)
fn (Qj-{Xn-K»-V.[F n The case in which A is a topological sphere is of special interest, not only because of its connection with analytic functions but also because in this case the action of the separate factor mappings can be more completely analyzed. For the monotone factorf\(A) -A' always yields 5 a cactoid A ' and then the light interior factor fa(A ')=B operating on the cactoid A ' lends itself readily 6 to analysis. In conclusion it may be noted that our main conclusion obtained here for monotone mappings is known 7 to hold also for monotone mappings, that is, the limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of monotone mappings of a locally connected continuum A onto another one B is monotone.
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